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Aloha to all, 

I had, what I thought at the time, to be a unique experience last week.  As I was driving to meet a new 

client for property management at their home in Kukuiula, I was on the phone with a homeless 

coordinator.  Just think about that for a second.  While driving to one of the wealthiest subdivisions on 

Kauai to pick up a new account, I was also simultaneously speaking with a homeless coordinator trying 

to figure out how to place a homeless-in-transition gentleman into one of my rentals.  It occurred to me 

that I was potentially in que to represent the wealthiest and the poorest at the same time. It was 

surreal.  

And then I started thinking…this is not unique at all.  This is what our island has become; the most 

dramatic ends of the spectrum. I thought, no matter what, I will do my best for both.  

Remember our Mission and Vision Statements: (Mission) Our mission is to elevate professionalism in 

our members and to advocate real property rights for all. (Vision) Our vision is to be a trusted source in 

the real estate industry for our members, our community and those that we serve.   

You will find many realtors eager to help anyone, at any time. And yes, that can happen at both ends of 

the spectrum. 

Realtors are often blamed for rising market prices, vast degradation in local’s ability to purchase, and 

the change in our cultural landscape.  That is simply not true. We have no more control over pricing than 

we do in the lack of inventory, construction costs; including shipping and labor, bureaucratic red tape to 

build, and a lack of community supported growth ideas, and infrastructure. All of which contribute 

equally to the cost of housing and/or the lack of affordable housing on Kauai.  

We help buyers and tenants qualify for housing whenever, and wherever possible, including locals, and 

many of us help perpetuate cultural expectations and teach others to do the same. If you think realtors 

are to blame, you’re giving realtors way too much power and maybe it’s time to take another look at the 

big picture.  
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Many people who need our help are local; buyers, sellers, owners and tenants of rental properties. 

Others are not local, and that’s okay.  We can’t stop people from coming here, we can’t discriminate 

against mainlanders.  We also can’t help the fact that people fall in love with Kauai and want to live the 

life we have.  Don’t forget Aloha is meant to be shared.  What I have asked our members to do, is 

mitigate their transition and teach them to think and act local.  Those who resist in the acclimation 

process will be filtered out naturally as Kauai does, and that’s okay too.   

We are here to service our clients in a free market that asks for our help. I would argue that the first-

time home buyer, typically local, with limited funds and experience, needs help from a realtor more 

than most.  I would argue that tenants who lost their jobs due to Covid, typically local, need a Realtor’s 

help in finding rent relief options and helping them qualify for that.  All of which Realtor’s help with and 

their guidance is appreciated.  

The free market does what the free market wants and is driven by many factors, and changes over time, 

the latest of which has nothing to do with a realtor. 

Consider these recent contributions to our marketplace:  

1) Our low Covid numbers has only increased Kauai’s desirability.   

2) Not allowing TVR’s to operate during Covid has only created over priced 6-month rentals that only 

mainlanders can afford.   

3)  The added expense in getting to Kauai (testing and resort bubble stays) has created a situation where 

only the wealthy can afford to travel here. 

4) Those with money, who can’t find a rental, choose to purchase instead, eliminating more housing for 

locals and driving up prices.  

5) The eviction moratorium has scared most owners away from creating long term rental housing which 

oddly has created more vacant homes than rental spaces. 

So many of our members work so hard to help people and their stories never make the front page.  

Please, educate yourself on what Realtors do in, of and for the community. We are experts in our field, 

and have a lot to offer.  

Please, don’t get me wrong, NO ONE wants to put the health and safety of our community in jeopardy. 
We just desire balance.   Opening back up with slow and methodical benchmarks that can put locals 
back to work, visitors back into vacation rentals, and locals back into long term rentals and affordable 
homes.  If we don’t do something, we will continue to be an island desired by only the wealthiest, and 
suffered through by the poorest and our middle sector of local families are forced to move away from 
home at risk of never being able to return.  
 
We are avid believers is supporting housing for all, but more important than ever is creating housing for 
the middle section of the economy which helps the low income move up the ladder into more desirable 
housing, with equity, and room to grow.  The gap home owner moves up to middle class, then middle 
moves up the ladder to a higher price point; and up the ladder everyone goes. This is how we provide 
housing for all. Without balance in housing, you will only have extremes on either end of the spectrum 
and we will be trapped in a vicious circle.   
 



In conclusion, please take another look at what Realtors do for the community. We are here to help all 
people, who desire the life and love we have for Kauai by putting people into homes.  We are 
professional, we are local, we educate and support our neighbors and we help to make Kauai a better 
place. 
 
Kauai Board of Realtors is currently working on an enhanced communication plan which will be an 
important educational and support component to our members, the public, and government entities 
alike. Keep an eye out for our posts and reach out if you need.  We are here to help.  
 

 
 


